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1. Introduction
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

1.1 What is this code generator?
Code generator is a software tool specifically dedicated to achieve Model-To-Text (M2T)
transformations. It is based on Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) and presents a set of
assistants that ease the different tasks users carry out during the process of source code
transformation. This process begins loading a model specification compliant with a Traffic
Modeling Language (TML) and concludes with the specialisation of the Java source code
generated automatically. This specialisation is focused on adapting this code to a specific
traffic simulation platform or implementing a library to be loaded on it.
To achieve these goals the tool presents a visual interface to navigate through the elements
provided by model specifications, a text editor where users can introduce modifications in the
source code, a new class generator to produce empty or extended classes and a model editor
where model specifications can be designed.
This application promotes the reusability of the artefact produced as it allows saving the
current stage of the projects using jar files to manage the information. Also, it supports the
integration of two different model specifications in order to generate a new model that shares
the both theories embraced by them.

1.2 Features
The following list shows the features and tools in the traffic platform:


Source code insertion. It allows modifying and compiling dynamically the generic code
templates. To achieve this, source code can be introduced in the body of the methods
of classes or a class can be updated completely creating new attributes and methods.
The text editor integrated in the tool supports both operations.



Model design. It is in charge of developing model specification based on Interactive
cluster (see TML user guide). The integrated model editor supports this feature,
providing a palette and canvas. The resulting model specification can be loaded and
modified as each other project related to TML.



Cluster integration. It consists of combining two model specifications in only one. A
graphical assistant allows examining the available elements and provides guidelines in
order to join the multiple elements coming from the two specifications.
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Dynamic insertion. This feature eases the loading of external libraries (and their
dependencies). These libraries usually come from the target platform. This eases the
generation of extended classes based on the platform in order to produce
specialisations which consider and employ the elements provided by the current
model specification in the platform.



New classes development. It supports the generation of empty classes, extended
classes or even predefined classes. These classes are dynamically considered by the
compiler used by the tool. This feature allows their instantiation and utilisation in the
rest of classes of the project.

1.3 About this guide
This user guide should help you to get started with the code generator tool. It begin
introducing an overview of it, highlighting its different elements of the tool and how they work
together. Chapter 2 shows the process to run the application and the prerequisites the tool
presents, while Chapter 3 teaches users to navigate through the visual interface and the
different functionalities provided by the tool.
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2. Running code generator
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

2.1 Prerequisites
This framework is written in Java, a programming language which allows to write
applications that run on a large variety of computers. As the creation of directories and files
consumes large amounts of memory (RAM), it is interesting to have a modern computer. Also,
the massive compilation of files could produce delays in the computer behaviour.
In general, to use the traffic platform, the following requirements must be met:
 Java SE Development Kit 7 must be installed. The latest version of the Java
Development Kit (JDK) can be downloaded from http://java.oracle.com. Note that JRE
does not produce satisfactory results, as jar files will be not generated.
 Have at least 1 GB memory for running the simulations will be required.
 Have enough free hard drive space. The framework is not a heavy application.
 Notions and knowledge about the TML (see TML user guide).
 Background in Java programming and MDE.
This guide assumes you are using a release of the code generator which comes pre-packaged
as a jar. It will not explain how to compile and run the tool based on program source. As a
remainder, CodeGenerator.jar will be used to refer to the jar files of the framework. The actual
name might differ, e.g. it might include a version number like CodeGenerator-0.1.0.jar

2.2 Command line
To run the code generator users must open a cmd window (as administrator). Then, they
use the cmd to go to the appropriate directory where the CodeGenerator.jar is located. For
achieving this action the current command has to be introduced:
cd “path/to/code generator”
Once this action is completed, users must test if Java is properly installed in their computer.
Introducing this command they have to be able of obtain information about the current
version of Java. In case of error, the Java 7 SE Development Kit or higher must be installed.
java –version
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Finally, execute the framework introducing this command (the name of the jar file could be
change in case of different versions):
Java –jar CodeGenerator.jar
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3. Actions and functionalities
Author(s) of this document: Alberto Fernández-Isabel

3.1 Load a new model
The tool provides the option of loading a new model. This model is a file with a trafficmodel
extension and XMI format provided by the Graphical Editor (see Graphical Editor user guide).
In order to achieve the action push New model button or in the menu: Actions -> New Model.
Finally search the model and open the file selecting Open button.

The code generator produces all the necessary files and after that the visual interface will
display the elements of the current model specification. User can navigate through them
selecting the multiple tabs (e.g. People or Goal and tasks).
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3.2 See Components
In order to visualise the associated Component elements of each one of the main elements,
users must push See components button selecting an element of the list previously. Note that
See components button changes its denomination to Hide Elements. Pushing it, the associated
elements will be hidden again.
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3.3 Navigate through components
Selecting a Component element and pushing the right arrow button of the component list,
users can navigate through the elements that compose it. Pushing left arrow button the
navigation returns to the original element. In a similar way methods, relationships and
inheritances may be displayed.
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3.4 Save a project
Users can save the current state of a project selecting Save file button or using the menu
Actions -> Files -> Save file. This action produces a jar file which stores the multiples files
produced until this moment.

3.5 Load a project
Users can resume an existing file once it was saved previously. To achieve this action, Select
Load file button or in the menu push Actions -> Files -> Load file. Choosing the appropriate jar
file, pushing Open button the tool will load the current state of the project.
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3.6 Modify classes
User can select an element of the model specification with the purpose of introducing
modifications in its associated class. Pushing Redefine button the text editor is opened
displaying the appropriate source code.
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Pushing Compile and save button the changes introduced are compiled and stored.
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3.7 Modify methods
Users can select an element of the model specification with the goal of introducing
modifications in one of its methods exclusively. Pushing See methods button, it can be chosen
one of the methods of the list and after that push Redefine button. In this case the text editor
will display only the appropriate source code of the current method.
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Pushing Compile and save button the changes introduced are compiled and stored.
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3.8 Load external libraries
External jar libraries or even complete simulation platforms packaged in a jar file can be
loaded in order to use the classes they provide in the current project. It is particularly useful in
the case of producing a new platform that extends from the original (see Section 15).
To carry out the load, users must select in the menu the option Actions -> Manage
dependencies. Once the assistant is displayed, users might manage the different dependencies
using the options provided. In the case of loading external libraries, the corresponding jar files
have to be selected pushing the Add button. Note that if the checkbox Internal libraries is
selected, it indicates that every internal jar library which a chosen jar file has will be loaded
too.
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3.9 Generate new classes
New classes may be created in order to produce objects that contain the current model
specification or extend classes provided by the external libraries. Also, predefined classes can
be generated in order to ease the programming task.
To carry out this functionality user must select in the menu the option Actions -> External
elements. A new assistant will display where users can create packages and classes associated
to them. An arboreal structure shows the organisation of these new classes and packages. In
order to visualise the source code and modify it, click twice a class will produce the text editor
display it.
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3.10 Create an Interactive model
specification
The creation of incomplete model specifications based only in the Interactive cluster (see
TML user guide) provides reusability to different projects. This specifications can be used by
the tool as another once they are completely designed in the integrated model editor.
To produce an Interactive specification users must select in the menu the option Actions ->
Generate -> Adaptation. Then, an assistant with a set of options related to the elements of the
Interactive cluster of the TML will appear. Also, a canvas for visualising the model design is
displayed. In order to join elements through their appropriated references, users must allow
introducing them checking the option Allow relationships. Thus, selecting an origin and a
destination element the reference will be created if it is compliant with the TML. Note that
inheritance and basic references can be chosen.
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3.11 Integrate two model specifications
The integration of two different model specifications consists of producing a complete
model specification that combine both. Note that this functionality only works appropriately if
a model specification presents elements of the Mental and Environment clusters and the other
one only has elements of the Interactive cluster (see TML user guide). Only Person elements
can be in both specifications using the provided assistant to select which set of them is
selected to be configured in the complete specification. GeneralRelationship elements can be
inserted or completed using the assistant that support the process. This is particularly useful as
it can introduce new explicit influences among the elements which belong to different
incomplete model specifications.
To address this issue an incomplete model specification must be loaded in the tool. After
that choose in the menu the option Actions -> Integrate model. Then, user must select a jar file
that contains a previously saved project. This project has to contain elements of the
Interactive cluster in case of the current model specification has elements of the Mental and
Environment clusters or vice versa. The assistant guides the process offering the available
Person elements to choose and the element rest of elements to join. Finally, another assistant
displays the GeneralRelationship elements in order to complete their origins and destinations
or even create new instances of them.
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3.12 Generate a configuration file
A configuration file can be generated in order to provide the initial values of the instances
of the Mental and Environment clusters of the current model specification (see TML user
guide).
To achieve it, select in the menu the option Actions -> Generate -> Configuration file. Then
an assistant displays the multiple elements (related to Mental and Environment clusters) of the
current model specification. Pushing the Add button an initial value can be inserted. Once
every element has its appropriate value, the amount of individuals must be indicated. Finally
the file will be produced saving it in the desired directory.
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3.13 Generate associated documentation
The Javadoc documentation is produced by its corresponding assistant. This documentation
allows generating information about the different methods classes have and what is their
commitment.
To produce the documentation, in the menu select Actions -> Generate -> Documentation.
Then, select the folder where it has to be saved.
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3.14 Producing a library
The code generator tool can generate as a result a library directly usable in target platform.
This library may contain a configuration file and the associated documentation. External
classes could not be developed except in the case of producing predefined classes which eases
the process when the library will be used in the platform.
To produce the library, users push Generate code button or select in the menu the option
Actions -> Generate -> Code. Then users must choose the Library option in the assistant and
indicate if the configuration file (see Section 12) and the documentation (see Section 13) is
needed. Finally, a destination directory must be chosen for the resulting jar file.
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3.15 Producing a new platform
The code generator tool can generate as a result a new platform extending the current
platform loaded as libraries. This new platform may contain a configuration file and the
associated documentation. External classes must be developed in order to integrate the
original platform classes and the model specification modifying the behaviour of individuals as
a consequence.
To carry out the process users have to push Generate code button or select in the menu the
option Actions -> Generate -> Code. Then users must choose New platform option in the
assistant and indicate if the configuration file (see Section 12) and the documentation (see
Section 13) is needed. Finally, a new destination with the desired name is created. This
directory has a jar file with the same name that includes the new platform produced. Also the
required libraries are included in a lib sub directory.
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